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Abstract 

The prediction process of lithology and fluid content is the most important part of reservoir characterization. One 

of the methods used in this process is simultaneous seismic inversion. In the Poseidon field, Browse Basin, Australia, 

the parameters generated through simultaneous seismic inversion cannot accurately characterize the reservoir 

because of the overlapping impedance values between hydrocarbon sand, water sand, and shale, which cause a high 

level of ambiguity in the interpretation. The Poisson impedance (PI) inversion provides a solution to this problem 

by rotating the impedance a few degrees through coefficient c. Coefficient c is obtained through the target correlation 

coefficient analysis by finding the optimum correlation coefficient between the PI and the target log, namely, gamma 

rays, effective porosity, and resistivity. The results show that the PI gives better outcomes in separating 

hydrocarbon-saturated reservoir zones. Based on the results of the lithology impedance–gamma rays, the ϕI-effective 

porosity cross-plot, and the fluid impedance-water saturation (Sw) cross-plot, with optimum correlations of 0.74, 

0.91, and 0.82, respectively. The lithology of hydrocarbon-saturated porous sand is at values of LI ≤ 2800 

(m/s)(g*cc), ϕI ≤ 5500 (m/s)(g*cc) and FI ≤ 4000 (m/s)(g*cc). The presence of low values for LI, ϕI and FI correlates 

accurately with the presence of hydrocarbons in the well. Each value of c is then applied to the seismic data. The 

results show that this method can determine the distribution of gas-saturated porous sand on the seismic inversion 

section in the northeast–southwest direction. 
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INTRODUCTION

The Browse Basin in Western Australia stretches in a northeast–southwest direction and 

potentially contains hydrocarbon sources and reserves [1]. Based on geochemical data, the main 

potential source of hydrocarbons in the Browse Basin is in the Plover Formation, which has a 

fluvio–deltaic sandstone lithology covered by siltstone and claystone, dated between the Early 

to Middle Jurassic ages [2]. However, the Plover Formation was extended in the Early Jurassic 

Age, which resulted in faults and anticline collapse in the Triassic Age, so the hydrocarbon 

reservoirs did not fully accumulate in the Early Jurassic Age [3]. This caused the distribution of 

the hydrocarbon reservoir to be uncertain because it has changed from the beginning. Therefore, 

to determine the exact distribution of the hydrocarbon reservoir, it is necessary to carry out a 
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reservoir characterization process.  

Reservoir characterization is a qualitative and quantitative prediction process of lithology 

and fluid content done by integrating log, seismic and surface geological data [4]. The reservoir 

characterization analysis in the Poseidon field was carried out using the Lambda over Mu (λ/μ) 

attribute and showed that this attribute could determine the reservoir distribution [5]. However, 

Quakenbush et al. [6] state that, mathematically, the λ/μ attribute does not consider the 

discrimination caused by density (rho) because it can be transformed into (𝑉𝑃
2/𝑉𝑆

2 −  2). This is 

similar to the Poisson ratio, which cannot distinguish between gas sand and oil sand. The 

characterization of the Poseidon reservoir has been conducted using acoustic and multi-

attribute impedance [7]. The results show that this method can only discover the distribution of 

the reservoir but not the fluid content. This is because the acoustic impedance (AI) alone is not 

sufficient to predict the porosity and fluid content properties, due to the overlapping lithology 

(sandstone/shale) and fluid content [8]. Therefore, other attributes are needed to improve the 

reservoir characterization. 

Many approaches and studies have been carried out to characterize reservoirs more 

accurately. One of them is the Poisson impedance (PI). Quakenbush et al. [6] used the PI 

attribute in the Norwegian North Sea and achieved the best results in determining reservoir 

boundaries. Direzza et al. [9] applied this attribute to characterize the reservoir in the Talang 

Akar Formation by separating the lithology of sandstone from shale, and they achieved good 

results in identifying the fluid content. Rosid et al. [8] also implemented the attribute to 

characterize the sandstone reservoir in the Talang Akar Formation. The results show that this 

attribute can separate lithology from shale and hydrocarbons from water as well as determine 

the fluid content in the reservoir and the thickness of the hydrocarbon reservoir. 

Based on the analysis of the dataset used in this study, the Poseidon field reservoir area has 

a low Poisson’s ratio value and density. The PI attribute is effectively used for all reservoirs 

where the Poisson’s ratio and density values are low or high anomaly [6]. The values of the (AI) 

and the shear impedance (SI) in this data also overlap with each other due to the presence of 

shale inserts that fill the rock pores, causing ambiguity in determining their limits [10]. The PI 

is a solution to the difficulties in separating the lithology-fluid distribution on the x and y axes 

in the cross-plot between the AI and SI with a rotation factor (c) [11].  

The AI and SI values used herein were obtained using the simultaneous seismic inversion 

method. This method is based on the creation of a low-frequency model [12]. Using the AI and 

SI logs, low-frequency models could be created and updated iteratively so that the smallest 

errors were obtained for the gathered seismic data [13]. Mathematically, the PI can be written 

using the following formula: 

𝑃𝐼 = 𝐴𝐼 −  𝑐𝑆𝐼.           (1) 

The rotation factor (c) determines the success of getting the right PI value. The right PI value 

can provide lithological discrimination that is more sensitive than other attributes [14]. 

Quakenbush et al. [6] first determined the rotation factor (c) used in the PI attribute by 

decreasing the Poisson ratio. Zhou et al. [15] determined the rotation factor by approximating 

the value of the AI/SI ratio in brine-saturated rocks. However, in this study, the target 

correlation coefficient analysis (TCCA) [8, 16] was used and refined by adding the correlation 

with the porosity log because it gave the best results [17]. By analyzing the results of the PI 

attribute in the form of the lithology impedance (LI), the porosity impedance (ϕI) and the fluid 

impedance (FI), the characterization of reservoirs in the Poseidon field, Browse Basin, Western 

Australia, is expected to improve. 
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METHOD

This research is a case study that processes geophysical data (seismic data and well log data) 

from the open-source, TerraNubis, to determine the distribution of hydrocarbon-saturated 

sandstone. The Poseidon field seismic data used in this study are surface geology, offshore 

seismic 3D data and well log data, as shown in Tables 1 and 2. 
 

Table 1. Angle stack seismic data. 

Seismic Data  Angle 

Near Stack 0o–12o 

Mid Stack 12o–24o 

Far Stack 24o–36o 
 

Table 2. Well log data. 

Log Data Kronos Poseidon 1 Poseidon 2 

GR  √ √ √ 

Caliper      -  √ - 

RHOB   √ √ √ 

NPHI   √ √ √ 

RD   √ - √ 

Vp   √ √ √ 

Vs   √ √ √ 

CS   √ √ √ 

Marker   √ √ √ 
 

Wavelet Extraction 

The seismic prestack wavelets are affected by the incident angle, so it is necessary to extract 

wavelets for each partial stack [18]. The simultaneous inversion, processed by the Hampson 

Russel 10 software, and the wavelet used reflect composite wavelets extracted from the stack 

angle seismic data. The results of the wavelet extraction of each angle stack can be seen in Figure 

1. 

 

Pre-inversion Analysis 

Pre-inversion analysis needs to be done before the inversion process is carried out so that 

the inversion results produced are following the well data. The results of this analysis affect 

how well the correlation will be between the log data of the low-frequency model and the 

inversion results for each well [19]. A good correlation provides more accurate inversion results 

[20]. When the correlation is low and the error is still high, an inversion analysis is carried out, 

such as initial modeling, wavelet selection or inversion parameters [19]. The results of the pre-

inversion analysis can be seen in Figure 2. The red curve shows the inversion yield curve, the 

blue curve shows the log curve and the black curve shows the initial model curve, which has a 

synthetic seismogram correlation value with seismic data of 0.979 and an error of 0.204. 

Simultaneous inversion is conducted to get the volume of the AI and SI. These parameters 

are interpreted and derived into the PI inversion in the form of the LI, the FI and the ϕI. The 

inversion uses the optimum value of coefficient c, so it can improve the characterization of the 

hydrocarbon reservoir. The value of coefficient c is determined using the TCCA method [17]. 

The variation of the coefficient c value depends on the angle used to calculate the log PI. 
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Figure 1. Combined wavelet extraction results on the angle stack seismic data. 
 

The determination of coefficient c is established through the correlation of the log PI value 

to target the log that has the optimum correlation. It determines the LI log value, which is 

sensitive to lithology, the ϕI log value, which is sensitive to effective porosity and the FI log 

value, which is sensitive to fluid content. The target logs that are sensitive to lithology are 

gamma rays (GR), Vp/Vs and Mu-Rho. The target log that is sensitive to porosity is the NPHI 

log, and the target logs that are sensitive to fluid content are logs of water saturation, resistivity 

and Lambda-Rho [21]. The steps taken to obtain the optimum c value in the log PI can be seen 

in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 2. Correlation of synthetic seismograms with seismic data. 

 

The determination of the optimum c value to obtain the LI logs is limited to the research 

target, namely the top horizon boundary of the Plover Formation to its base, to obtain a cut-off 

value between sand and non-sand (shale). The calculation of the ϕI is carried out on the area 

that is interpreted as sand in the previous stage of the log LI calculation. This stage is conducted 

to separate tight sand and porous sand. The porous sand obtained in the calculation of the log 

ϕI is used to obtain the optimum c value for calculating the FI value. 
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Figure 3. Workflow analysis of the Poisson impedance.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Sensitivity Analysis 

The cross-plot analysis between the AI and SI, shown in Figure 4, shows that the sandstone 

zone represented in yellow has relatively higher AI and SI values than the shale zone, which is 

represented in green. The results show that it is still not possible to separate reservoir and non-

reservoir zones because there is overlapping data, which reduces the accuracy of the inversion 

results. 

 

 
Figure 4. Cross-plot of the acoustic impedance and the shear impedance. 

 

Simultaneous Seismic Inversion 

Sensitivity analysis shows that the presence of sandstone and shale lithology produces 

overlapping values. For this reason, the seismic data slicing is conducted on each parameter 

resulting from simultaneous inversion. The slicing was done at a time window of 20 ms above 

the base horizon of the Plover Formation, which was identified as a reservoir in the three wells, 

as shown in Figure 5. From the AI and SI inversion distribution maps, it is very difficult to 

determine the distribution of the reservoir of hydrocarbon-saturated sandstone with shale. This 

is because the value of the AI does not only depend on the type of lithology but also the fluid 

content [22]. 
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Figure 5. Distribution map of the acoustic impedance and shear impedance inversion over a 

20 ms base reservoir. 
 

Target Correlation Coefficient Analysis 

The correlation coefficient of the log PI with several target logs achieved a good correlation 

value. This is indicated by the obtained correlation coefficient value that was greater than 0.6 

[23]. The optimum correlation between the log PI and log GR is obtained when c is 2.04, with a 

correlation of 0.74. The optimum correlation between the log 𝜙I and log effective porosity is 

obtained when c is 2.28, with a correlation of 0.91. Moreover, the optimum correlation between 

the log FI and log water saturation is obtained when c is 1.05, with a correlation of 0.82. The 

correlation curve for the value of c is shown in Figure 6. 

 

 

 
Figure 6. The optimum value to get the Poisson impedance, porosity impedance and fluid 

impedance logs. 
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Poisson Impedance 

Each coefficient c obtained through TCCA is then entered into equation 1, and the equations 

LI, 𝜙I, and FI are written as: 

 LI = AI - 2.04SI (2) 

 𝜙I = AI - 2.28SI (3) 

  FI = AI - 1.05SI  (4) 

Then make a cross-plot between the LI and GR; 𝜙 I vs effective porosity, and FI vs water 

saturation, as shown in Figures 7, 8 and 9. 

Figure 7 shows the cross-plot between the LI and GR with the GR color bar. From the cross-

plot, the LI can separate sandstone from shale well. Overall, the lower the GR value, the lower 

the LI value. Low LI values (≤-2800 (m/s)(g*cc)) and low GR values (≤75API) are interpreted as 

cut-offs for sand. Furthermore, high LI values (2800(m/s)(g*cc)) and high GR values (>75 API) 

are interpreted as shale. Before a cross-plot between the FI and water saturation is performed, a 

cross-plot between ϕI and effective porosity is performed to eliminate the effects of shale and 

porosity [24].  

Figure 8 shows the cross-plot between ϕI and effective porosity and the color bar effective 

porosity using the sandstone data obtained in the LI and GR cross-plot. Overall, the value of 

effective porosity in the sandstone data obtained in the previous cross-plot turned out to be 

relatively low. This low effective porosity is due to the presence of shale that fills the sandstone 

and secondary pores that are not connected, so the total porosity is high, and the effective 

porosity (connected porosity) is low [25]. The quality of the reservoir in this area is very low. 

From the cross-plot, the ϕI can separate tight sandstone from porous sandstone well. Tight 

sandstone is a sandstone reservoir that has complex porosity and low permeability due to the 

presence of shale inserts that fill the rock pores [26,27]. Furthermore, porous sandstone is a 

sandstone reservoir that has a relatively high porosity that is interconnected and permeable [28]. 

Low ϕI values (≤-5500(m/s)(g*cc)) are interpreted as cut-offs for porous sandstone. A high ϕI 

value (> -5500(m/s)(g*cc)) is interpreted as tight sandstone. 

When viewed from the cross-section of well 𝜙 I, some data is not highlighted when 

compared with the cross-section of well LI. This indicates that the sandstone interpreted in the 

LI is not completely porous but that some are tight. This tight sandstone is caused by the 

compaction and cementation process of the shale inserts [29]. Several depths that are not 

dominantly highlighted in the Kronos well are equal to 4760–4800 m and 4930–4940 m. In the 

Poseidon 1 well, the depths are equal to 4900–4930 m and 4830–4850 m. In the Poseidon 2 well, 

the depths are equal to 4980–5030 m. 

Figure 9 shows the FI and water saturation cross-plot with the water saturation as a color 

bar. From the cross-plot, the separation between the gas-saturated zone and the water-saturated 

porous sandstone zone can be observed. The gas-saturated porous sandstone zone has relatively 

low FI and Sw (water saturation) values. The value of Sw < 0.5 is interpreted as gas-saturated 

porous sandstone, and Sw > 0.5 is interpreted as water-saturated porous sandstone [17]. Viewed 

from the cross-section of well FI, some data is not highlighted when compared with the cross-

section of well ϕI. This indicates that the porous sandstone interpreted in the ϕI is not 

completely saturated with gas but with water. Low FI values (≤ 3750 (m/s)(g*cc)) are interpreted 

as cut-offs for gas-saturated porous sandstone. Furthermore, a high FI value (> 3750 (m/s)(g*cc)) 

is interpreted as water-saturated porous sandstone. Some of the dominant depths as gas-

saturated porous sandstone in the Kronos well are equal to 4998–5037 m; in the Poseidon 1 well, 

the depths are equal to 4873m–4888 m and 4971–5036 m; in the Poseidon 2 well, the depths are 

equal to 5084–5092 m and 5261–5281 m. 
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Figure 7. Cross-plot between the lithology impedance and gamma rays with 

gamma rays as a colour-bar. 

 
 

 
Figure 8. Cross-plot between the porosity impedance and effective porosity 

with the effective porosity as a colour-bar. 

 
Figure 9. Cross-plot between the fluid impedance and Sw with Sw as a colour-bar. 

 

Poisson Impedance Inversion 

Inversion Analysis of the Lithology Impedance 

The slicing process is conducted in a time window of 10 ms to 20 ms below the Plover base 

horizon, as shown in Figure 10. The area bounded by the yellow line in Figure 10 shows the 

estimated distribution of sandstone lithology. In the time window 10 ms above the Plover base 

horizon, the distribution of sandstone lithology appears almost throughout the cross-section, 

except in the southwest to south. After reaching 20 ms below the Plover base horizon, the 

sandstone lithology is more widespread than in the previous window. This shows that the 

distribution area of the sandstone lithology spread from the northwest to the northeast and the 
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south. This slicing shows a better separation than the slicing on the AI and SI sections. 

 

Inversion Analysis of the Porosity Impedance 

To establish the distribution of the sandstone lithology area that has good porosity (porous 

sandstone), a cross-sectional analysis of the ϕI was carried out with the same time window as 

the LI. Figure 11 shows the ϕI slicing with a time window of 10 ms to 20 ms below the Plover 

base horizon. The slicing results show some parts of the area that are limited by yellow lines, 

which were previously interpreted as sandstone lithology and not part of the ϕI. Overall, the 

west-to-south direction is not limited by a yellow line, so it can be interpreted as tight sandstone. 

However, in the next slicing time window, a relatively lower value of ϕI begins to appear and 

spread from the east to the southwest, which is indicated by an area with a yellow line. 

 

 
Figure 10. Slicing of the lithology impedance in a 10–20 ms time window upper the Plover 

base horizon. 
 

 
Figure 11. Slicing of the porosity impedance in a 10–20 ms time window upper the Plover base 

horizon. 

 

Inversion Analysis of Fluid Impedance 

The slicing process on the FI section is also conducted at the same time window as the LI 

and ϕI, which is 10 ms to 20 ms below the Plover base horizon. The FI section can be seen in 
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Figure 12. The slicing results show several areas that were previously in the ϕI section, which 

were in the yellow line area and not included in the section in the yellow line area on the FI 

section. This indicates that the area is water-saturated porous sandstone. The fluid content in 

the form of oil may be in the Montara Formation to the top volcanic while the gas is Plover 

Formation [2]. This is in accordance with the results of the analysis that states that the area 

bounded by the yellow line is interpreted as gas-saturated porous sandstone, while in the cross-

section, the area is entirely gas.  

 

 
Figure 12. Slicing the fluid impedance in a 10–20 ms time window upper the Plover base 

horizon.

 

In contrast with the previous sectional slicing, the FI section slicing from 10 ms to 20 ms 

below the Plover base horizon did not have many significant changes. However, when viewed 

from the east to the southwest, there are some changes in the presence of gas, which tends to 

diffuse. These results are based on the use of the rotation factor in the PI formula, which is 

obtained from the well log correlation. The limitation of this method is that the results of the 

correlation value with the well log are quite different if there are other wells in an area that has 

a contrasting lithology that is different from other wells. 

From this analysis, it can be said that gas-saturated porous sandstone is dominant in the 

north to the east area and begins to spread from the east to the south and the southwest. The 

results of this analysis are verified by Rollet, et al [1] and Adeyosfi [30], which state that the 

direction of gas distribution is from the northeast to the southwest.  

This method can still provide the best results in knowing the distribution of gas-saturated 

sandstone in the Poseidon field compared with other methods. The PI can be the best solution 

for all fields to find the distribution of oil–gas sandstone because this method can resolve 

difficulties in separating the lithology-fluid distribution on the x and y axes in the cross-plot 

between the AI and the SI with a rotation factor (c).  

 

CONCLUSION 

The PI inversion provides a solution to characterizing the reservoir accurately when the AI 

and the SI cannot separate because of the overlapping impedance values between hydrocarbon 

sand, water sand and shale, which cause a high level of ambiguity in the interpretation by 

rotating the impedance a few degrees, which is obtained through the coefficient c. The PI 

inversion can also provide an overview of gas-saturated sandstone lithology with low values of 
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the LI, 𝜙I and FI. The distribution of porous sandstone gas saturation in the Plover Formation is 

from the northeast to the southwest in this study.  
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